
The New Comb Intercom with way, way more... IoT

*Accredited installer recommended for installation

Introducing the MK II NS (No SIM/GSM), the next generation smart intercom which makes phone 
calls over the Internet via the Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) and sends TAP codes via the 
MyComb Mobile app (as the MK II NS has no GSM capabilities). This gives you all the control you are 
accustomed to, and more in terms of dependencies on cellular network provider failures (downtime 
due to connectivity). 

Ideal for cluster complexes, townhouses, business parks, residential estates and several other access 
managed environments. 

Featuring an entirely new foundation in the form of a redesigned, more robust, and significantly 
improved PC board. 

comb-communications.com

NS



Integrate with Comb Portal 

A single comprehensive web based facilities management platform, that integrates with our be-
spoke hardware and software offerings (*Combware) along with a myriad 3rd party products tai-
lored to suit every access managed eco-system, Comb Portal is undeniably the class leading facility 
management system. From secure log-in to informative dashboards and the ability to customise to 
your own requirements. The intuitive navigation allows you to drill down on any queries related to 
specific hardware with exception based reporting. Pull reports, invite users and update information 
with ease. 

Bright display, even in daylight. The 
keypad displays clearly, even in dark 
conditions and offers audible feedback.

Permanent pin-code for an individual user 
to provide access.

Gate opening functionality from Centurion 
Remotes.

Ethernet Port for an Internet connection. Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP).

Gate opening functionality from your 
mobile with caller-line-identity active.

Gate opening functionality from the 
MyComb mobile application.

Allow or deny Access by means of our 
bespoke Timegrid feature on Comb Portal.

Set the timing on incoming and outgoing 
talk time to avoid misuse.

Pre-defined numbers for reaching 
emergency services.

Integrate with up to 5 external devices 
that require a physical connection.

Call the intercom to reach security 
personel.

Real-time updates.

Temporary access pins with the integrated 
Tap-Tap keypad (Requires the MyComb 
Mobile application).
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RELAYS

POE COMPLIANT

5

802.3AT TYPE 2 POE+

YES

INPUTS 4

INPUT VOLTAGE 9 - 15V AC/DC

CURRENT DRAW 200 mA

NETWORK CAPABILITY ETHERNET/WIFI

USB CONNECTION YES

SURGE PROTECTION

VOICE OVER INTERNET PROTOCOL

YES

LCD DISPLAY

PERMANENT 
PIN

ETHERNET 
PORT

MISSED CALL 
FUNCTION

VOIP 
CALLING

CENTURION
REMOTES

TAP-TAP

EMERGENCY 
CALLS

MYCOMB 
MOBILE APP

TIME BASED 
ACCESS GRID

CALL TIMERS

5 RELAYS

GUARD CALL

REAL-TIME 
UPDATES


